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ABSTRACT. 
We determine the periods of the sequences generated by the 
difference equation 
Xn+1 = X1 +S (x2' ••. ,xn) 
where S is a symmetric polynomial, over the field GF(2) . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the difference equation 
: x1 + 8 (X 0 ~ , •• , X ) 
._ n ,;..;here s 1s a symmetric polynomial; 
over the field GF(2) . GF(2) = {0>1} is characterized by 
1+1 = 0+0 = 0 and 0+1 = 1 . We determine all the periods 
of the sequences generated by this difference equation. 
The problem is equivalent to find the periods of the 
symmetric shift registers. The symmetric shift register e 8 
corresponding to S is defined by 
p is a period of (a1 , •.. ,an) with respect to e 8 if 
e~(a1'' .. ,an) = (a1 , ... ,an) . 
In [1], [2] and [3] the periods were found for some 
symmetric polynomials. Besides, in [2] we reduced the problem 
to the case where p > 0 
by 
E . ( a 2 , .•. ~a ) = 1 if and only if 1 n 
In this paper we find the periods 
n 
L a. = 
..; =2· J 
_, . . 
in this 
and E. 
l 
i , else 
is defined 
E. ( a 2 , .•• ,a ) = 1 n 
case. Hence by 
using Thm. 2.2 in [2] we find the periods for every symmetric 
polynomial. We use the ideas of [3] where the case p = 2 
is treated in a very direct way. 
We think that the method of the proofs and the lemmas may 
be are more important than the main r·esul t. These methods will 
give us a possibility to count the cycles of symmetric shift 
registers. By studing how the blockstructure is used in the 
proofs, it is possible to define invariants which characterize 
~9il-\.. 9ycle.. In a forthcoming paper the author will do some 
.J~!ork about this· question. 
0 . 
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2. PRELIMINARIES. 
First we introduce some notations: 
a, b, c, d denotes the integers €{0,1} . 
e, f, g, . denotes the integers ~ 0 . 
We denote finite sequences of the integers 0 and 1 
by capital letters (also the empty sequence). The letter 
B will always denote a block (De£. 3.1). 
For s€{0,1, ... } we define s(A) = A ... A where A appears 
s times. 
We let 1t = 1 ... 1 (resp. Ot = 0 ... 0) denote a string 
of t consecutive 1's (resp. O's) . 
We denote 
The weight 
by .... w(a) = 
.... 
w{a) 
n 
I: a. 
i=1 J.. 
also by .... a = 
of a vector is defined 
Suppose A= a 1 ... an and C = a .... a .. is a piece of A . l J 
We define the left (resp. the right) position of C by 
l(C) = i (resp. r(C) = j) . 
Moreover, we refer to the index of notation. Next we 
formulate Lemma 2.1 and Thm. 2.2 in [2]. These results reduce 
the problem to the case s = Let be the 
homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree p in the variables 
Then we have ([2, lemma 
n-1 
I: (k)(mod 2 )Ek 
k=O p 
2 .1 ] ) 
where (k) denotes the bionomial coefficient. We define p 
intervals in the set of the integers Z in the usual way by 
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[ q, t] = { i: iEZ and q ~ i ~ t}. 
Let S be the symmetric polynomial in the variables x 2 , •.. ,xn 
given by 
and f M = u. 1 [q .• t.] l= -1' l 
s = ~ E 
k:EM k: 
where q. 
l 
and 
that t.+1 <q. 1 l l+ for i E { 1 , ... , f -1 } • 
[ 2 , Thm . 2 . 2 ] : 
t. 
l 
are integers such 
Then we have by 
If for some i , the periods of ... a with 
respect to respectively the difference equation xn+ 1 = 
x1 +S(x2 , ... ,xn) 
are equal. 
and xn+ 1 = x 1 +(E .+ .•. +Et.><x2 , ... ,x) 
· ql 1 n 
Otherwise, the periods of ... a with respect to the difference 
equation and are equal. 
Thm. 3.2, which solve the case S = Ek:+ •.. +Ek:+p , will 
therefore give the complete solution of our problem. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
The main consept in this paper is the blocks of n AE { 0,1 } . 
We define the blocks with respect to p 1n A by an inductive 
procedure. Roughly, the blocks are defined as follows: 
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1) For 1 ~ i ~ p , 1 .consecutive 1 's is an i-block. 
2) More than p consecutive 1 's constitute a (p+1)-block. 
This is the correct definition if the distances between the 
blocks are "sufficiently" large. Here is an example with p = 4-
A = O~OOOOO~OOOU~1~11~000000~ 
2-block 3-block 5-block 5-block 
The general definition is more complicated. The main difficulty 
1s that the bl0ckscan contain subblocks. We need more notation, 
If A = a 1 ... an and i ~ j , we define 
( 3. 1 ) f A.(J') -- (the number of 1 's 1'n ) (th b f 1 ai ... aj - e num er o 
0 1 s in a . .. . a . ) . 
1 J 
If C = as ... at , then we define 
( 3. 2) 
Moreover, we let fA denote c 
+=A 
-'-l(C) • \<Jhen there is no 
room for misinterpretation, we write f = fA . 
( 3. 3) tED me~s tE[l(D), r(D)]. 
(3.4-) C<D means that C 1s contained 1n D and C~D . 
It 1s very easy to see that the following definition of 
blocks 1s well defined. That a block B. is on level i will 
1 
mean that the block is contained in a chain of blocks 
( 3. 5) B. 
J 
1s on level J • 
Def. 3.1 : Let 
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n A = a1 . . . an E { 0 , 1 } . 
of A. with respect to p in this way: 
We define the blocks 
Level 1: We define the blocks on level 1 inductively. Suppose 
m=O or ends with a block on level 1. If 
contains a 1 , we define th0. next block B in this way: 
Let J be the least j>m such that 
j there starts a C such that 
0<fc(t)<p+1 for tE[l(C), r(C)-1] 
and a), b) or c) is satisfied: 
a) fCC) = 0 • 
b) D<f(C)<p+1 and r(C) = n . 
c) f(C) = p+1 . 
a. = 1 • 
J 
In position 
In case a) and b) we decompose C = BD such that 
B 1s by definition a f(B)-block. 
In case c) we define a (p+1)-block B by the following 
conditions: 
l(B) = j . Moreover, there does not exist a D satisfying 
l(D)EB and (3.6) 
(3.6) O>fD(t) for tED and (r(D) = n or f(D) = -(p+1)) . 
l(B) = n or there exists a D satisfying (3.6) and l(D) = r(B)+1 . 
Level 1: We suppose the blocks on level (q-1) are defined. 
Let B be a block on level (q-1). If (q-1) is odd, we decompose 
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B (uniquely) by induction 1n this way: 
B = 1. B11 .... 1. B 1. such that for i€{1, ... ,m} 11 12 1m m 1m+1 
O>fB. (t)~f(Bi) 
1 
and there exists D. ]. 
for tEB. 
]. 
satisfying (3.7): 
By definition Bi J.S a (-f(Bi))-block on level q . 
If (q-1) is even, we decompose B (uniquely) by induction 
in this way: 
B = 0. B1 0 .... 0. B 0. such that for i€{1 , ... ,m} 11 12 1m m lm+1 
O<fB. (t);-;fCBi) 
]. 
and there exists 
By definition 
D. 
l 
B. 
1 
for tEB. ]. 
satisfying (3.7). 
is a f(B.)-block on level ]. 
( 3. 8) If B is a q-block, we write type (B) = q 
denote the level of B by ·level(B) . 
q . 
We 
We observe that the decomposition in (3.5) 1s unique and 
that type(B.)>type(B. 1 > for j = 1, ... ,i-1 . Here is an J J+ 
example (p = If): 
A = 
2-block 
ooooo~111po~o~111)oooooo I , 
\__ 3-blo~ 
1 
5-block 
The main part of our proofs is how the blocks move by applying 
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e~ E We will get that the movement of a j-block, 
.tk+ ... + k+p 
where j<p+1 , can be characterized by an equation (j) . 
We associate p equations to A as follows: 
Let y. = the number of j-blocks 1n A with respect to 
J 
p (j=1, ... ,p+1) . Let 
p+1 
a. = n+j - E 2min{i,j}•y. 
J . 1 l l= 
We define the equations (1)-(p) as follows: 
a X = y . p p 
= 2Y+2y X p p 
= 3Y+2y 1x 1 +4y X p- p- p p 
( p): 
.(p-1): 
(p-2): 
(p-3): 
ap-1 xp-1 
ap-2xp-2 
a X p-3 p-3 = 4Y+2y 2x 2+4y 1 x 1 +6y x p- p- p- p- p p 
• 
If yi = 0 , we replace equation (i) by x. = 0 . 
l 
In this 
way we obtain a system of p equations associated with A and 
with respect to p . 1.e. for j€{1 , •.. ,p} the equation (j) 
is defined by 
p 
a.x. 
J J 
= (p+1-j)Y+ E 2y.(i-j)X. 
. . 1 l l 
X. = 0 
J 
l=J+ 
if y. -F 0 • 
J 
If y. = 0 . 
J 
Suppose k,p and n satisfies O<~k+p<n . We define 
as 1n the introduction. ecx1 ,. .. ,x )=A..-. E Cx1 , ... ,x )=(x2 , ... ,xn+1 ) n -.t.k + ••• + k + p n 
where 
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(3.9) 
We say that PER is a period for AE{0,1}n with respect 
to (3.9) if ePER(A) = A . 
THEOREM 3.2: We determine the periods of the sequences 
generated by (3.9) in this way: 
Let AE{0,1}n and w(A) = k+p+1 • Suppose A contains 
y. i-blocks with respect to p for i = 1 , ... ,p+1 . 
l 
a) Suppose yp+1 ~ 0 and yi ~ 0 for an integer i<p+1 . 
Suppose Y,X1 , ... ,Xp are positive integers satisfying the 
system of equations associated with A and with respect to p . 
Then 
p 
PER = (n+p+1 )Y + l: '2• i•y t •.X . 
. 1 l . l l= 
is a period for A . 
b) If there exists only one J such that rf 0 , then PER = n+j 
is a period for A . 
We prove this theorem 1n Section 4 and 5. 
If w(A) = k+p+1 and q = sup{i:yi#O}<p+1 , it is an easy 
consequence of Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 that w(A)>k+p+1-q . 
= 
Instead 
of we can therefore use S' = E(k+p+1-q)+ •.. +Ek+p = 
Ek 1 + •.. +Ek'+p' where k' = k+p+1-q and p' = q-1 . Moreover 
the blockstructure of A with respect to respectively p and 
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p' are equal. Specially yp'+ 1 ~ 0 . Hence we can use the 
theorem. 
If k<w(A)<k+p+1 and w(A) = s?pw(ei(A)) , we can use 
l 
S' = Ek+ ... +Ew(A)-1 = Ek+ ... +Ek+p' where p' = w(A)-1-k . 
4. OUTLINES OF THE PROOF. 
In this and the next section we will prove Thm. 3.2. The 
proofs of the Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11 and 
4.13 are contained in Section 5. First we prove a Lemma which 
shows how We need a definition: 
( 4 .1 ) If a = 1 , then a' = 0 • If a = 0 , then a' = 1 . 
If C = a .... a. , then C' = a! ... a! 
l J l J 
Lemma 4.1: Let A= a 1 ... an 
a) If k~w(A)-f1 Ct)~k+p+1 
b) If w(A) = k+p+1 and 
as+1 · · · ana1 ···as · 
and k~w(A)~k+p+1 . 
for t<s , then es(A) = 
= 
= 0 , then 
s 
c) If w(A) = k and a 1 ... as = 1s , then e 8 (A) = 
P~oof: b) and c) are easily shown. 
a) We prove by induction with respect to t that 
w(et(A)) = w(A)-f1 (t) and et(A) = at+1 ... ana1 ' ... at' . 
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We divide the basis step into 3 cases. 
Case 1 : w(A) = k+p+1 . 
k+p+1-f1 (1) = w(A)-f1 C1)~k+p+1 implies f 1 (1)>0 . Hence, 
a 1 = 1 and w(a2 , ... ,an) = k+p We get an+1 = 
a 1+CEk+ ... +Ek+p)(a 2 , ... ,an) = 1+1 = 0 = a 1 ' . 
Case 2: w(A) = k . 
a 1 = 0 and w(a 2 , ... ,an) = k 
a1+(Ek+ ... +Ek+p)(a2'"'' ,an) = 
Case 3: k<w(A)<k+p+1 . 
We get an+1 = 
0+1 = 1 = a1 ' . 
We get immediately wCa 2 , ... ,an)E{k,_ .. ,k+p}. 
In all the cases w(B(A)) = w(A)-f1 (1) . The induction 
step is proved analogously. 
Q.E.D. 
Thm. 3.2 b) is easily shown. In the remaining part of 
this section we prove Thm. 3.2 a). First we reduce the problem. 
Lemma 4.2: There exists 1 such that ei(A) satisfies 
(0) The number of j-blocks in A and ei(A) is equal 
for J = 1, ... ,p+1. 
(1) ei(A) ends with a (p+1)-block. 
(2) w(ei(A)) = k+p+1 . 
(3) e1 (A) starts with 0 or a (p+1)-block. 
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We therefore suppose that 
A ends with a (p+1)-block. 
( l.j .• 2) w(A) = k+p+1 . 
A starts with 0 or a (p+1)-block. 
We denote the last (p+1)-block in A with BEND. 
Now we will study how the blocks move and change by applying 
en We need more notation. We divide each (p+1)-block B 
into two parts H( B) and K( B) as follows 
(4.3) B = H(B)K(B) wh~re fB(t)~p+1 for tEH(B) and 
fB(l(K(B)» = p+2 or K(B) = ¢ . 
If type(B)<p+1 , we put H(B) = B and K(B) = 0 . Furthermore 
we associate to certain blocks B a tail as in the next 
definition. 
Definition 4.3: a) We decompose A (by induction ) 
such that 
A = 0. B1 T1 0. .. . B T 0. BEND 11 12 m m 1m+1 
where B. is a block on level 1 and T. is maximal with 
1 1 
respect to (1) and (2) : 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
O>fT. (t)~type(Bi) for 
1 
f(T.) = -type(B.) . 1 ~ l 
We call T. the tail of B .. 
1 1 
tET. . 
1 
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b) Suppose B is a (p+1)-block. We decompose K(B) 
(by induction) such that 
K (B) = 1 . B1 T11 . • •• 1 . D T 1 . 11 1 2 1m m m 1m+1 
where B. is a block on level 2 and T. is maximal with 
1 1 
respect to (1) and (2) : 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
O<fT. (t)~type(Bi) . 
1 
f(T.) = type(B.) . 
l 1 
We call T. the tail of B .. 
1 1 
Suppose B is a block in A . If l(B)ET where T is 
a tail, it is easy to see that B is contained in T . 
Furthermore, if 1 (B) EH ( B*) Hhere B* is 2, block:, B is 
contained in H(B*) . If B is a block we define 
(4.4) m(B)= lfCB)I = !Cthenumberof 1's1n B)-(the 
number of Qts in B)! 
The next lemma gives us a bijektiv correspondence between 
the blocks in A and 
(4.5) 
Lemma 4. 4: There is a bij ektiv correspondence B-+ B: 
A h 
{the blocks 1n A}-+{the blocks in A} such that m(B) = m(B) 
A 
type(~) = type(B) and: 
,.. 
If B has a tail T , then l(B) = l(B)+(the number of pos1-
A 
tions in H(B)). r(B) = r(B)+(the number of positions in T). 
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Furthermore, 
... 
l(BEND) = l(BEND)+(the number of positions 1n H(BEND)) . 
... 
r(BEND) = n+p+1 
... ... 
Otherwise, l(B) = l(B) and r(B) = r(B) . 
We now construct a measure d which measures how much to 
the left in A a block 1s. We do the convention that B 
always denotes a block. If type(B) = q , then we define 
(4.6) ~B = E min{q,type(B*)}+ E min{q,type(B*)} 
l(B*)<l(B) r(B*)<l(B) 
(4.7) d(B) = l(B)-~B . 
Lemma t~.G explains why d is a good measure. First we 
need a lernm~. and more notai. ion: 
( 4. 8) ~(C) = E 2type(B*) 
B*<C 
Lemi·na 4. 5 : Suppose type (B) = q . 
a) the number of positons in H(B) = q+~(H(B)) . 
b) If B has a tail, then ~B = ~B+~(H(B)) . 
Otherwise, 6B = 6 8 -q · 
... 
Lemma 4.6: If B is a blo0k ln A , then d(B) = 
d(B) + type(B) . 
Proof: We use Lemma 4. 4 and 4. 5. We suppose first t.hat 
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B has a tail: 
... ... 
d(B) = l(B)-6B = l(B)+(the number of positions in 
H(B))-68-A(H(B)) = d(B)+type(B) . 
Otherwise, 
A A 
d(B) = l(B)-A"' = B l(B)-A8+type(B) = d(B)+type(B) . 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.7: There exists an integer s>O such that 
en+s(A) satisfies (4.2). 
Let sA be the least integer with this property. Then 
p+1 ~ sA ~ n . Besides every block in A is either contained 
l.n or 
We define 
(4.9) 
(4.10) If B corresponds to a block B in 
... 
we say that B and B circles around by ~ . 
The next lemma describe the blockstructure of ~(A) • 
In the rest of the proof we study 2 ({)(A), <.p (A),... • We will 
find a q such that the blockstructure of A is equal to 
the blockstructure of wq(A) . This will imply that A = 
Wq(A) . 
... 
Lemma 4.8: There 1.s a bijektiy correspondence B~(B): 
{The blocks inA}-+{ the bloeks _in tp(A)} such that type(q>( B)) = 
type(B) , m(~(B)) ;.m(B) and: 
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A 
If B circles around by ~ , l(~(B)) = l(B)-sA+n and 
" r(~(B)) = r(B)-sA+n . If B does not circle arou~d and 
A A 
B ~ BEND , then l(~(B)) = l(B)-sA and r(l!>(B)) = r(B)-sA 
A 
l(~(BEND)) = l(BEND)-sA and r(l!>(BEND)) = n • 
We now compute d(lj)(B)) . Then we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.9: 
a) sA= L2type(B*)+(p+1) . 
B* circles around 
b) Suppose type(B) = q . If B do not circle around, 
then 
~lP(B) = 6B-r2min{q, type(B*)} 
B* circles around 
Otherwise, 
A 
B* circles around 
Lemma 4.10: Let B be a block in A such that type(B) = 
q . We define 
X(B) = E2(type(B*)-min{q, type(B*)})+p+1-q . 
" 
B* circles 
around 
If B doe& not circle around, then 
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d(~(B)) = d(B)-X(B) . 
Otherwise, d(~(B)) = d(B)-X(B)+a q 
Proof: Suppose B Claea not circle around. By lerruna 
4.8 and 4.9b) we get 
~ 
d(~(B)) = l(B)-sA-6B+I2min{q, type(B*)} 
B* circles around 
and the conclusion follows from Lemma 4.6 and 4.9a). If 
B circles around the proof is analogous. Q.E.D. 
The next Lew~as tell us how to calculate d(~s(B)) . 
Lemma 4 .11 : Suppose B is a block 1n A such that 
type(B) = j<p+1 . Then 
a) 2 'S d(B) ~ a.+1 . J 
b) B circles around by (1) ~d (B)-X (B) s 1 . 
We define 
(4.11) s-1 = X(B)+o .. +X(~ (B)) . 
Lenma 4.12: Suppose B 1s a block in A such that 
type(B) = j<p+1 Let s be a positive integer. 
Suppose t ~ 0 is the least integer such that 
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d(~8 (B)) = d(B)+ta.-1 (B) . 
J s 
Moreover, B circles around t times by ~s (i.e. there 
exist t different integers s' such that 0 s s' < s and 
~s 1 (B) circles around by $). 
Proof: vve prove the lerruna by induction with respect to 
t . The case t = 0 is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.11b) 
and 4.10. 
We suppose the lemma is true for t-1 . Suppose t is 
the least integer such that d(B)+ta.-L (B) ~ 2 • Let s' J s 
be the least integer such that ~s'- 1 <B) circles around 
by ~ . By Lemma 4.10 
Hence, 
d ( B) +a . - L , ( B) • 
J s 
d(~s' (B))+(t-1 )a.-L 1 (c.ps' (B)) J s-s 
= d(B)+ta.-(1 ,(~s 1 (B))+L ,(B)) J s-s s 
= d(B)+ta.-L (B) ~ 2 • J 8 
Hence by the induction hyphothesis 
d(B)+ta.-L (B) • J s 
Q.E.D. 
The next lemma gives that the blockstructure completely 
determines A . 
Lemma 4.13: Suppose d(B) = d(~s(B)) for every block 
B in A , and B circles around X q times by tPs if 
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type(B) = q<p+1 • Then A = ~s(A) . 
Before the final step in our proof we need two observa-
tions. 
(4-.12) If type(B) = p+1 , then X(B) = 0 • Hence d(B) = 
d(tp(B)) • 
( 4-. 1 3) If type( B) = j~p and L (B) = tcx. 
' 
then d(c.ps(B)) = s J 
d(B) and B circles around t times by ti>s 
(this is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.11a) and 4-. 1 2) • 
THE FINAL STEP OF THE PROOF: 
By (4.12) d(tpy(B)) = d(B) for every (p+1)-block. 
tpy(A) = A follows from Le~na 4.13 and the following claim: 
d(B) = d(tpy(B)) for every j-block, and every j-block 
circles around x. 
J 
times by '+Jy 
We prove this claim by induction with respect to j (the 
opposite way) . 
We prove the case J = p 1n the following way: If 
B lS a p-block, X(B) = 1 Hence 
Y-1 Ly(B) = X(B)+ .•. +X(tp (B))= Y = 
and the claim follows from (4.13). 
a X p p 
Suppose the claim is true for p, ... ,j+1 . Suppose B 
is a block such that type{B) = J • We observe that 
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X(~i(B)) = r2(type(B*)-type(B))+p+1-j 
i ~-cB*) circles around 
type(B*)>type(B) 
By the induction hypothesis each block B* satisfing 
type(B*) = i>type(B) circles around X. times by ~y 
l 
Hence, 
Ly(B) V-1 = X(B)+ ... +X(~~ (B)) 
= kXt B 2(type(B*)-type(B))+Y(p+1-j) ype * 
type(B*)>type(B) 
p 
= r 2y.(i-j)X.+YCp+1-j) = a.x. 
i=-i +1 l l J J 
.J 
and the claim follows from (4.13). 
Finally we compute ~y By Lemma 4.9a) ~y is equal 
to e applied 
y-1 
i: (n+s~q(A)) = 
q=O 
y-1 
r (n+p+1+ r2type(B*)) 
q=O 
~ q( B) circles 
= Y(n+p+1)+2CX1+ ... +Xp) times. 
5. THE LEMMAS. 
around 
Q.E.D. 
In this section we prove the Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 
4.8, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.13. The key lemma is Lemma 5.1. We 
need more notation. We define 
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( 5 . 1 ) ( ) is as ln Def. If K B = 1 . B1 T1 ... 1 . B T 1 . +1 l 1 lm m m lffi 
4. 3, then KtB) = 1 . B1' T11 ••• 1 . B 'T 1 1 . l 1 l m m l. 1 m m+ 
Moreover, we say that A satisfies condition (5.2) if 
( 5. 2) w(A) = k+p+1 , and A does not have the form 
A= 3 ... B* where type(B)<type(B*) . 
( 5. 3) 6(A) is the least index such that e 6 (A)(A) satis-
fies (5.2) (if it exists). 
Lemma 5 . 1 : Suppose A = H(B)K(B)D satisfies ( 5 . 2 ) . 
Let h = the number of positions in H(B)K(B) . 
a) 1 ) eh(A) = DH( B)' K't'B) 
2) w(eh(A)) = k+p+1-type(B) 
3) t for 1 <t<h w(e (A))~k+p+1-type(B) . 
= = 
We define = DH(B)'KtB)1 E{O 1}n+type(B) type(B) ' 
b) There exists a bijektiv correspondance 
{the blocks in A}-Hthe blocks in Ah} satisfying type(B*) = 
type(B~) , m(B*) = m(B~) and: 
1) If B*<H(B) , then B~ = B~ 
2) Suppose B*<K(B) . If B* has a tail 
then Bh = T(B )' 
* * . 
O-therwise 
3) If B*<D , then B~ = B*. 
4) Bh = KtB)1type(B) . 
Bh - B' 
* - * 
c) 1) 6 = 6(8h(A)) exists and type(B)~6 <l(K(B)) . 
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2) Every block in Ah is contained in D1 or 
D2K{B)1type(B) . 
3) eh+cS(A) = D2KlB)D1 . 
4) h+t w(e (A))~k+p+1-type(B) 
We denote D1 by T(B) , i.e. eh+o(A) = D2KtB)T(B)' . 
T(B) i$ the tail of B as in Def. 4.3. 
d) There exist a bijektiv correspondence B~~B~+cS : {the 
blocks in Ah}~{the blocks in eh+o(A)} satisfying 
h+6 h+6 type(B* ) = type(B*) , m(B* · ) = m(B*) and: 
1 ) If B~<D2 KtB) , then 8h+6_ * - Bh * . 
2) If h then B*<D1 
' 
8h+6 
* 
= 
Bh' 
>:< • 
3) 8h+6 - Kt'B)D' 
- 1 : 
Proof: 
Proof of a): We put z = l(H(B)) . We get from Lemma 4.1a) 
that e 2 (A) = K(B)DH(B)' . 
If K(B) # 0 , then w(e 2 (A)) = k and by using Lemma 4.1a) 
and 4.1c) several times we get eh(A) = DH(B)'KlB) and 
w(eh(A)) = k . 2) and 3) are easily shown. 
Proof of b-3): We need only to prove this for blocks on 
level 1. Let B*<D be a block on level 1 in A. We must 
prove that is succeeded by a ln satisfying: 
(5.4) 
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O>fD (t) for tED* 
* 
r{D*) = n+type(B) or f(D*) = -min{f(B*),p+1} = -type(B*) 
If D = D1 B*D*D2 where D* satisfies (5.4), there is 
nothing to prove. Otherwise D = D1B*C* where C* satisfies: 
O>fc (t) for tEC* . Suppose first C* # ¢ . If type(B) = 
* p+1 , we get 
* f CC,..H(B)')<-{p-t-1)and fc {t)<O for tEC*H_{B)'. 
* 
If C* = 0 , we have type(B~)<type(B) . Hence B* is suceeded 
by H(B)' and f(H(B) 1 )<-type:(B) In all these cases we 
get easily a D satisfying (5.4). 
T~e proof of b-1) 1s the main part of the proof. 
Proof of b-1): Because- of b-3) the first 1 in H(B)' will 
start a block on level 1. Suppose H(B) = 1. B11. B2 .•. B 1. 11 12 m 1m+1 
where B1 , •.• ,Bm are the blocks on level 2 in H(B) . We 
get 
H(B)' = Q. B1'0. B2' ••• B'0 1. • 1 1 1 2 m m+1 
Since fH(B)(t)~f(H(B)) for tEH(B) , there exists c 1 
such that H(B) = ••• B1c 1 ... and 
We get 
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H (B) ' = ••• B1 c-; ..• 
O<fB 1 (t)~f(B1) = type(B1 ) 1 -
O>fc 1 (t)~f(C1) = -typeCB1 ) 
for 
for 
tEB1 
tEC' 1 
By definition B' 1 is a block in Ah satisfying type(B1) = 
type{B1 ) and level(B1) = 1 = level(B1 )-1 . We trea~ 
B2 , ... ,Bm analogously. 
Next we prove by induction with respect to 1 for blocks 
( 5 • 5 ) If level(B*) = i , then B' 
* 
is a block in Ah 
satisfying type(B~) = type(B*) and level 
level(B*)-1 . 
( B I) = 
* 
We have done the basistep 1 = 2 . Suppose (5.5) is true for 
( i-1 ) and level ( B*) = i-1 . Suppose first that { i-1 ) is 
even. Then 
B* = 0 . B1 0 . B2 ••• B 0 . l1 12 m 1m+1 
where B1 , ... ,Bm are the blocks on level 1 in B* . 
Moreover, has the form where 
satisfies 
O>fc {t)~fCC1 ) = -f ( B1 ) for tEC1 . 1 -
Hence, 
B' 
* = 1 i1 B1 q ... . 
O<fc1 ct)~fCc1> = -f(B') 1 for tEC' 1 . 
O>fB' (t)~f(B1) = -typeCB1 ) for tEB' 1 - 1 
Hence B' 1 
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is a block in Ah satisfying (5.5). We treat 
B2 , ... ,Bm analogously. If (i-1) is odd, then B* has 
t~1e form B* = 1 . B11 . . .. B 1 . where B1 , ... , Bm are the 11 12 m 1m+1 
blocks on level i contained in B* . The proof is analogous 
t-7i th the case " ( i -1 ) is even". 
P~oof of b-4): KtB)1type(B) starts with a 1 . Hence by 
b-1) there starts a block on level 1 in position l(KlB)1type(B)). 
If K(B) = ¢ , there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we prove 
easily that 
Moreover, there iS no C contained in KtB)1p+1 satisfying 
fc(t)<O for tEC and (f(C) =-(p+1) or r(C) = n+p+1) . 
Hence, Bh = K(B)1p+1 is a (p+1)-block. Furthermore, 
f(Bh) = f(KtB))+p+1 = f(K(B))+f(H(B)) = f(B) . 
Proof of b-2): K (B) = 1 . B1 T 11 . • •• B T 1 • 11 1 2 m m 1m+1 
is the blocks in K(B) which has a tail Ti 
KtB) = 1 . B1' T1' 1 . • •• B' T ~ 1 . 11 12 . . m m l.m+1 . 
where 
We get 
B. 
1 
We treat only B1T1 . B2T2 , ..• ,BmTm are treated analogously. 
As in b-3) we get: For all B*<B1 , B* is a block in Ah 
such that type(B*) = type(B*) and level(B*) = level(B*)-1 
Next we show that B~ = T1 . T' 1 satisfies 
0>fT1 (t)~f(T1) = -type(B1 ) for tET' 1 
Obviously Bh = KtB)1p+1 
where c1 satisfies 
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has the form 
Hence 1s a block of type(B1 ) 
levelCB1 ) . 
Bh = Tv C ••• 1 1 ••• 
such that h levelCB1 ) = 
At last we prove as in b-3) that: For all B*<T1 , B; 
is a block in Ah such that type(B;) = type(B*) and 
level(B~) = level(B*)+1 . 
Proof of c): We have eh(A) = DH(B)'KtB) . We prove that 
eh(A) has the form eh(A) = D1D2KtB) where 
( 5. 6) 
Since B is a block in A = H(B)K(B)D we have two posi-
bilities. If f 0 (t)<0 for tED , we get f 0 (t)<O for 
tEDH(B)' and f(DH(B)')<-type(B) . Otherwise, D = D1D2 
where D1 satisfies (5.6). 
We choose D1 maximal with respect to (5.6). We put 
h 6(e (A))= r(D1 ) and we get easily that 1) and 2) are 
true. 3) and 4) follows from Lemma 4.1. 
Proof of d): If B~<D2 is a block on level 1 in Ah , 
we show that Ah+o has the form Ah+o = ... B~D*''' where 
D* satisfies 
(5.7) 
fD (t)<O for tED* . 
* 
r(D*) = n or f(D*)~-type(B~) . 
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If 
is nothing to prove. 
where D* satisfies (5.7), there 
Otherwise Ah = ••• B~C* where fc (t)<O 
* for tEC* . vJe obviously have c* = C1 1type(B) where 
fCC 1 )<-type(B) . Put D* = c 1T(B) 1 and we are done. 
Next we prove d-3). If KtB) = ¢ 
' 
8h+c5 = T(B)' satis-
fies the lemma. Otherwise, KtB) ~ ¢ and type(B) = p+1 . 
We get 
f(KtB)T(B)')>p+1 and fKtB)(t)>O for tEKtB)T(B)' . 
Suppose there exists a C<Ah+o such that 
l(C)EKtB)T(B)' 
f(C)~fC(t)<O for tEC 
r(C) = n or f(C) = -(p+1) 
We see easily that C<KtB) . This ~s a contradiction since 
Bh = KtB)1p+ 1 is a (p+1)-block. We therefore get that 
Bh+cS = K(B)T(B)' is a (p+1)-block. Hence, we have proved 
d-3). 
We prove trivially that d-1) is true for B~<KtB). 
Finally we shm.; d-2) in the same way as b-1). 
Q.E.D. 
Le~~a 5.2: Suppose w(A) = k+p+1 and A = B1C1DB where 
type(B1 )<type(B) and 
O>fc (t)~fCC1 ) = -fCB1 ) for tEC1 . 
1 
Let h = rCC1 ) . Then we have eh(A) = DBB~C~ and w(Bh(A)) = 
k+p+1 . Furthermore, 
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t 
w(e {A))~k+p+1-type(B1 ) for t€{1 , ... ,h} . 
There exists a 
~{the blocks 1n 
h 
bijektiv correspondance B*~B~: {the blocks ln 
Ah} such that type(B~) = type(B*) , 
m(B*) = m(B*) and 
1 ) If B*<D then nh = B* 
' 
D* . 
2) If B*<B1 c1 
' 
then Bh 
* = 
B' 
* 
3) Bh = BB'C 1 1 1 . 
Proof: We observe that f(BB1C1) = f(B) and f 8 Ct)>O 
for tEBB1C1 . Hence 3) is proved. 1) is trivial and 2) is 
proved in the same way as Lemma 5.1, b-1). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2: The lemma follows easily by using 
Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 several times. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4, 4.7 and 4.8: Suppose A= 
O. B1T1 0. B2T2 ... B T 0. BEND 11 1 2 m m 1m+1 
where and 
A} 
Ti is the tail of Bi . We show Lemma 4.4 by using Lemma 5.1b) 
and d) respectively m+1 and m times. Then Lemma 4.7 
follows from 5.1c) 
from 5.1 d). 
(s = o(en(A))) , and Lemma 4.8 follows A 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5.3: Suppose C<A , f(C) = 0 , C starts with a block 
and 
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Then the length of C = 6(C) . 
Proof: The proof is by induction with respect to j = 
the number of blocks contained J.n c . If J = 1 
' 
then 
c = 1 0 or 0 q q 1 q q and the claim is true. Suppose the 
claim is true for 1 ' ••. 'j . Suppose that c contains 
j +1 blocks. c = BE where B is a block. Suppose 
level(B) J.s odd (If level(B) is even the proof is analogous). 
Then 
and 
where D. and C. satisfy the hyphothesis of the lemma and 
J J. 
By the induction hyphothesis, the lemma is true for 
D. , and we get the length of BE = 6(BE) . 
J 
C. and J. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5:a) H(B) J.s of the form H(B) = 
1 . C11 . c2 ••• C 1 . where 1 1 1 2 m 1 +1 m 
satisfies Lemma 5.3. c. J. Moreover, 
i 1 + ••• +im+1 = type( B) . The result follows from Lemma 5.3. 
b) We use Le~~a 4.4. If B has a tail, then for all 
B*<H(B): B* lS to the right of l(B) and B* is to the 
A 
left of l{B) . Hence, the claim follows. 
A A 
If B<B(B1 ) , then 1CB1 )<l(B) and l(B1 )>l(B) . If 
" ,.. 
B<TCB1 ) , then rCB1 )<~(B) and r(B1 )>l(B) . In both these 
cases min{type(B1 ),q} = q and the result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.9: a) He prove easily that a 1 ... a 
sA 
is equal to 
o. c1 o. c2 ••• c o. l1 l2 m lm+1 
where c. 
l satisfies Lemma 5.3 and i 1+ .. +im+1 = p+1 . 
b) Suppose B circles around (Otherwise, the claim is 
trivial). We observe 
" ,. 
l(q>(B*))~l(q>(B))~l(B*)E{l(B), ... ,sA} = m. 
" r(q>(B*))~l(q>(B)) ~~r(B*)E m or B* = BEND . 
Hence, 
B* block 
B* circles 
arotmd 
Since = n+q-a q the conclusion follows. 
B* block Q.E.D. 
As in the proof of 4.5.a)we get 
( 5. 8) the length of B = !f(B)I+A(B) 
where B is a block. 
Lemma 5.4: If B circles around, then 
" l(B)-1~!2type(B*) + ~type(B*) +(p+1) 
~cB..,)<l<I3> ,. .. " l(B~,)<l(B)<r(B*) 
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Proof: We prove the lemma by induction with respect 
" to j = level(B) . If J = 1 , then A is of the form 
A A A ""' A 
A= 0. B1 0. 8~ ... 0. B 0. B ... where level(Bi) = 1 . 11 1 2 L 1s s 1s+1 
By (5.8) 
Moreover, 
A 
f 1 (l(B)-1) = -(i1 + ... +is+1 )+(f(B.1 )+ ... +f(Bs))~-(p+1) . 
Hence, 
A 
l(B)-1<2(f(B1 )+ ... +f(B ))+(6(B1 )+ ... +A(B ))+p+1 . = s s 
and the claim follows. 
Suppose the lemma 1s true for j . Suppose Jevel(B*) = J 
is even (if J is odd the proof is analogous) and that 
where level (B.) = level (B) = j +1 . By ( 5. 8) 
1 
Horeover, 
Hence, 
l(B)-l(B*)<(ACB1 )+ ... +A(B ))+2(f(B1 )+ ••. +f(B ))+fCB*) = s s 
Since l(B)-1 = (l(B)-l(B*))+l(B*)-1 and that the lemma 
is true for s* , we get the desired conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
- 3 2 ·-
We let [i,j) denote {i, ... ,j-1} . We define for 
(5.9) 
Lerr~a 5.5: Suppose type(B)~q and i<j = l(B) 
a) dq(i,j)~O 
b) If i = l(B*) where type(B*)>q , then dq(i,j)~1 . 
c) If there does not start or end any block in positon 
i 
' 
then dq(i,j)~1 
If i r(B*) where * then dq(i,j)~2 = type(B )>q 
' 
d) 
Proof: a) It lS sufficient to find an integer io such 
that i<i 0~j and ctqCi,i 0 )~o . (Next we can find an integer 
11 such that io<i1~j and dq(i 0 ,i 1 )~0 etc.). We divide 
proof into 6 cases. In all these cases B. is a block and 
l 
c. 
l 
satisfies A = ••• B.C .... 
l l and 
(5.10) o ¢ jfc. Ct)j ¢ jf(Ci)l = type(Bi) 
l 
for 
We want to use case 1), ... ,Case6) in the proof of b), c) and 
the 
d). We therefore prove more than we need in some of the cases. 
Case 1: There does not start or end a block 1n position i . 
Put 1 0 = i+1 , and we get dq(i,i 0 ) = 1 . 
Case 2: 1 = rCB1 ) and B<C1 . We observe that type(B1 )>q. 
There exists a block Bs such that B8 <C1 , level(B8 ) = levelCB1 ) 
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type(Bs)~q and l(Bs)~l(B) = j Put 1 0 = l(Bs) Without 
loss of generality we suppose level(B1 ) 1s odd. B1c1 has 
therefore the form 
B1 C1 = B1 0. B2o ..•• B 1 0. Bs··· l1 l2 s- ls-1 
where level(Bi) = levelCB1 ) for i = 2, ... ,s • If 
fc (l(B )-1)~-q, then fc (r(B ))>0 which is a contradiction 
1 s - 1 s = 
by (5.10). Hence, 
Hence, 
(5.11) 
From (5.8) and (5.11) we get 
"0 . B2 0 . . .. B 1 0 . II 
l1 l2 s- ls-1 
= Ci1+ ••• +is_1 )+(t.(B2 ) l- ••• +t.(Bs_1 ))+(fCB2 )+ ... +f(B8 _ 1 )) 
> (t.(B )+ ... +t.(B 1 ))+2(f(B2 )+ ... +f(B 1 ll+q s s- s-
~!min{q,type(B*)}+!min{q,type(B*)} . 
Case 3: 1 = r(B1 ) and B~C1 . There exists a chain of blocks 
B1< ... <Bt such that level(Bi) = level(Bi+1 )+1 , B~Bi for 
i = 1 , ... ,t-1 , and level(Bt)= 1 or B<Bt . We observe that 
r(Ct) is not an endposition of any block. 
Hence there exists a chain of blocks B1 <B2< ... <Be such 
that r( C.) = r(Bi+1) for l i = 1, ... ,s-1 ' 
and such that 
or r(C ) 
s 
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1s not an endpositon of any block. As in 
the proof of Lemma 4.9.a) we get 
Hence, 
if type(B.)>q, else 
1 
dq(r(B. ).r(C. )) = 0 • 1 . 1 
If B<Cs we find as in Case 2) an 1 0 such that dq(r(Bs),i 0 )~2 
Hence, 
= dq(r(B1 ) ,rcc1 ) )+ ... +dq(r(B 1 ) ,r(C 1 ))~dq(r(B ), i 0 )>2 s- s- s ~ 
Otherwise, we put 1 0 = r(Cs)+1 . Then we get 
Case 4: i = 1CB1 ) and B<B . 1 We observe that type(B1 )>q . 
Hithout 
loss of generality we suppose level(B1 ) is odd. Then B1 
has the form 
where B2 , ... , B s are , ·• blocks in B1 such that level ( B i) = 
level(B1 )+1 for 1 = 2, •.. ,s . Since f 8 (r(B ))>0 we get 1 s 
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The remaining part of the proof is analogous with the proof of 
C 2) d t d q( . • ) 1 ase , an we ge- l,l0 ~· . 
Case 5: l = 1CB1 ) and B<C1 . By (5.8) 
(5.12) r(B1 )-l(B1 )+1 =length of B1 = !fCB1 )!+liCB1 ) . 
there exists an i 0 ~j such that dq(rCB1 ),i 0 )~2 
dqCi,i 0 )~2 . 
Case 6: i = l(B1 ) and B<B1c1 . By (5.12) we get 
Hence 
By Case 3) there exists an i 0 ~j such 
that dq(r(B1 ) ,i 0 )~1 . Hence, dq(i,i 0 )~0 . If t:ype(B1 )>q , 
we observe that dq(i,i 0 )>0 . 
b) follows from a) and Case 4), 5) and 6). c) follows from 
a) and Case 1). d) follows from a) and Case 2) and 3). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.11 : We prove b) first. In the proof of 
b) B* denotes a block which circles around by ~ . We 
suppose type(B) = q . First we suppose B circles around. Then 
we have 
" d(B)-X(B) = d(B)-q-X(B) 
" 
= d(B)-L2(type(B*)-min{q,type(B*)})-(p+1) 
.;s,.. circles 
around 
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= l(B)-(r2(type(B*)-win{q,type(B*)}) 
" ... 
l(B*)>l(B) 
" " " " l(B*)<l(B)<r(B*) r(B*)<l(B) 
by I..emrna 5. 4. Next we suppose that B does not circle around. By lemma 
4.9.a) we get 
sA-r2min{type(B*),q} = 
B* circles (5.13) around 
(p+1)+L2(type(B*)-min{type(B*),q}) = X(B)+q. 
B* circles 
around 
Because of the maximality condition in the definitjon of sA 
there are two possibilities: 
(p+1)-block B* such that 
a = 0 or there exists a SA+1 
lCB*) = sA+1 . Hence, [i,j]= 
[sA+1 ,l(B)] satisfies Leillffia 5.5 b) or c). Hence 
(5.14) 
By ( 5 . 1 3) and ( 5 • 1 4 ) 
dCB) = 1+dqC1 ,lCB)) = 1+dq(1 ,sA+1 l+dqCsA+1 ,lCB)) 
>1+X(B)+q • 
Hence by Lemma 4.6 
" d(B)-X(B) = d(B)-q-X(B)>1 
a) Suppose type(B) = q . [i,j] = [1 ,l(B)] satisfies 
Lemma 5.5 b) or c). Hence, 
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d(B) = 1+dq(1 ,l(B))~2 . 
Let s be the least integer such that ~-s(B) circles 
around by ~ . Then by Lemma 4.10 and 4.11 b) 
d(B)~d(tp-s(B)) = d(~-(s- 1 )(B))-X(~-(s- 1 )(B))+a <1+a q= q 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.13: If we consider A , we ~~ite dq(1 ,m) 
= dq(A,1 ,m) . We make the following observation: Suppose 
B 1 ,B 2 , ... ,B r are the q-blocks in A and q, q, q, 
l(B 1 )<l(B 2 )< ... <l(B ) . q, q, q,r 
Since each of the blocks B 1 , ... ,B r circles around exactly q' q' 
Xq times by ~s , we observe from Lemma 5.1 that 
We suppose A ~ ~s(A) . Then there exists a block B 
such that l(B) ~ l(tp8 (B)) or r(B) ~ r(~s(B)) . Hence we can 
suppose 
(5.15) 
l(tps(B*))<m or 
r(tps(B*))<m or 
and that (5.15) is not true for m+1 . It is sufficient to 
prove the lemma in the following two cases (If ~s(A) satisfies 
the hyphothesis in Case 1 or Case 2, the proof is identical): 
Case 1): There exists a block B such that l(B) = m and 
l(~s(B))>m . Moreover, if l(tps(B*)) = m for a block B* , we 
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suppose that type(B*)>type(B) = q • 
If r(q>8 (B*) = m and type(E*)~q 
' 
we get l(q>8 (B*))<m . 
By (5.15) l(B*)<m . Since type(B*)~q 
' 
then r(B*)<m 
' 
and 
(5.15) r(q>8 (B*)) * This is a contradiction. by we get = r(B )<m . 
We therefore get that [m,l(q>s(B))] satisfies Lemma 5.5.b), 
c) or d). By Lemma 5.5 dq(q>s(A),m,l(q>s(B)))>O . Hence, 
d(q>8 (B)) = l+dq(q>s(A),1 ,m)+dq(q>s(A),m,l(q>s(B))) 
> 1+dq(q>s(A),1,m) 
= 1+dq(A,1 ,m) = d(B) 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2: There exists a block B such that r(B) = m and 
r(q>s(B))>m . Moreover, we suppose that l(q>s(B*)) ~ m for all 
blocks ~s(B*) in q>s(A) . If r(q>s(B*)) = m , we suppose that 
type(B*><type(B). 
Suppose r(q>s(B*)) = m , then l(q>s(B*))<m . By (5.15) 
l(B*)<m . Since type(B*)<type(B) , we get r(B*)<m , and by 
(5.15) r(q>s(B*)) = r(B*)<m • This is a contradiction. 
Since m(q>s(B)) = m(B) and l(q>s(B)) = l(B) there exists 
a block B* such that 
l(q>s(B*)) = m+1 and q = type(B*)<type(B) . 
By (5.15) l(B*)>m. By Lemma 5,5 d), dq(A,r(B),l(B*))>2 
= I)ence 
2+dq(•ns(A),1,m) = 2 dq(A 1 ) 
..... + ' ,m 
and 
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which is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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a' , C' ( 4. 1 ) KtB) ( 5 .1 ) 
8END (4.2) 6(A) (5.3) 
H(B),K(B) (4.3) dq(i,j) (5.9) 
The tail Def. 4.3 
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